Role of Multiplanar Reconstruction Imaging and Three-dimensional Computed Tomography Imaging in Diagnosing Cranial and Facial Fractures
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Abstract

Introduction: Skull fractures can occur in road traffic accidents, assaults, sports, and any other injuries. Fractures to the skull can occur in any region of the skull. The role of plain radiographs in assessing facial traumas has declined over the years. The use of multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) and three-dimensional (3D) recon images of multiple detector computed tomography (MDCT) in the musculoskeletal system is of tremendous advantage in traumatic injuries when the results of plain radiography fail to answer the doubts of the surgeons regarding satisfactory alignment of complex fractures.

Objective: To assess the accuracy of MDCT with MPR and 3D reconstruction sequences in imaging cranial and facial fractures.

Materials and Methods: A total of 100 patients fulfilling the criteria were included in the study, the average age taken was from 22 to 44 with appropriate brain and facial protocols with bone and soft tissue reconstruction. Inclusion criteria: Traumatic cranial and facial fractures. Exclusion criteria: Pregnant and lactating women. Nontraumatic.

Results: The results of the present study revealed that compared to the four types of fractures, simple undisplaced was found to be the most frequently occurring one, wherein MPR technique was found to be more detective for fractures compared to MRP and 3D, MPR, axial and 3D, MPR and axial.

Conclusions: Thus, this study has high lightened the usefulness of MPR technique as an imaging tool in enabling accurate localization of free bone fragments and assessing the degree of their displacement, thus helping reduce recurrent exposures.
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INTRODUCTION

The various injuries that are caused by ferocity lead to the head and facial regions being most commonly affected. Involvement of these regions may lead to life-threatening situations, which include profuse blood loss, soft tissue swelling, lacerations, and pain.¹ Skull fractures (also known as cranial fractures) can occur in road traffic accidents, assaults, sports, and any other injuries. Fractures to the skull can occur in any region on the skull. All brain injuries including traumatic brain injury, subdural hematoma, epidural or extradural hematoma or traumatic intracerebral hematoma/contusion.²³ The role of plain radiographs in assessing facial traumas has declined over the years since X-rays are sensitive to cranial vault fractures but in sensitive to skull base fractures as it does not provide sufficient information regarding the anatomic details.⁴⁵ The role of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in trauma is to assess soft tissue injuries since it has good soft tissue contrast, and it also aids in assessing patients with neurological
deficits but is not useful as compared to computed tomography (CT) in the evaluation of bony pathologies. The use of multiplanar reconstruction (MPR) and three-dimensional (3D) recon images of multiple detector computed tomography (MDCT) in the musculoskeletal system is of tremendous advantage in traumatic injuries when the results of plain radiography fail to answer the doubts of the surgeons regarding satisfactory alignment of complex fractures. Small structures that are not well seen with conventional CT imaging can be clearly depicted using MPR and 3D overlapping reconstruction at small intervals. Reformatted images also provide complementary information about various conditions including congenital malformation, vascular anomalies, and trauma involving the cranial and facial bones. The added advantage of MDCT is 3D technology which is very helpful in assessing large comminuted, displaced, and complex fractures involving multiple planes hence providing a road map for surgeons to initiate appropriate management. These data obtained improve communications between the interpreting radiologist and the referring clinician and between the referring clinician and patients, since multiplanar and 3D reformations, give a real-time view of exam data in any plane with the ability to screen-capture the images for the permanent digital archive. MPR and 3D images are usually generated from the original two-dimensional data, and all reformatted images are obtained with the help of a neuroradiology fellow or a post processing technologist. During CT examinations, radiation exposure should be minimized for sensitive organs as prescribed by “ICRP” therefore, the radiologic technologists and radiologists must recognize the risks of patient doses during CT examinations and suggest appropriate protocols to reduce the doses.  

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

A total of 100 patients with clinical history and examination findings of cranial and facial fractures from Chettinad Hospital and Research Institute who were referred for CT imaging to the Department of Radiology were included in the study. The study was initiated after the approval of Institutional Human Ethics Committee. Informed consent was obtained from the participating conscious subjects/subjects attenders, before the study related procedure. 100 patients fulfilling the criteria were included in the study; the average age taken was from 22 to 44. Patients were scanned in a Philips Ingenuity Core 128 Slice CT Machine with appropriate brain and facial protocols with bone and soft tissue reconstruction. During the study, proper instructions were given to the patient and protective measures, such as lead aprons, were used to cover the patient’s body and to minimize the radiation dose to the patient. Throughout the procedure vitals were monitored. Fractures that were assessed include hairline, simple undisplaced, comminuted, and simple displaced. The images obtained were subjected to radiological analysis and interpretation (Table 1).

**Selection Criteria**

Inclusion criteria: Traumatic cranial and facial fractures.


**RESULTS**

The results of the present study revealed that compared to the four types of fractures, simple undisplaced was found to be the most frequently occurring one, wherein MPR technique was found to be more detective for fractures compared to (Figures 1-4 and Graphs 1-3):

1. MRP and 3D
2. MPR, axial, and 3D
3. MPR and axial.

Statically analysis was carried out using formula and software t-test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Parameters</th>
<th>kVp</th>
<th>mAs</th>
<th>Slice thickness</th>
<th>Increment</th>
<th>Fov</th>
<th>Scan length</th>
<th>DLP mGy*cm</th>
<th>CTDI vol mGy*cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100-120</td>
<td>300-350</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
<td>18-22</td>
<td>250-300 mm</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DLP: Dose-length product, Fov: Field of view, CTDI: Computed tomography dose index.
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**DISCUSSION**

**Plain Radiography**

Plain radiography is the initial imaging modality in trauma patients but since it cannot provide adequate information regarding the internal and skull base anatomy its significance in assessing cranial and facial fractures trauma has declined, moreover in patients with multiple traumas especially involving cranial and facial injuries, there may be life-threatening consequences while positioning the patients, hence its role is limited.\(^{11,12}\)

Depressed fracture noted in right parietal bone impinging on underlying brain parenchyma.

Segmental fracture noted in the inner table of right frontal sinus resulting in a large defect.

In the evaluation of fractures, MPR and 3D sequences are widely used for successful identification of fracture sites. This is especially true for fractures of the cranial and facial region. This is because these structures are located and run in the transverse plane, but trauma images can produce false-positive images since adjacent regions easily overlap. Hence, this produces a false image thereby making diagnosis difficult. However, in a wider context, transverse
imaging is useful as a method of visualization of anatomical elements perpendicular to the examined plane.13-16 A good example would be the evaluation of anterior and lateral walls of the maxillary sinus and orbital bones.

The highest sensitivity in diagnosing fractures of the maxilla, frontal, and nasal bone was revealed by MPR. It was noted that in imaging of thin and delicate bone structures (such as cribiform plate of the ethmoid bone) and orbital floor; and in some cases also the anterior wall of the maxillary sinus, 3D reconstructions were less useful than MPR. The use of 3D reconstructions in these areas often produces false-positive images suggestive of inexistent holes that are difficult or impossible to differentiate from fractures. Hence, 3D reconstructions cannot be used as the only imaging method in visualization of fractures.17-20

When comparing the results of imaging with the use of direct acquisition of raw data, with 3D reconstructions, it is also worth noticing their susceptibility to artifacts, i.e., the occurrence of false image elements that do not exist in real.21,22 They may follow from the study protocol only. For example, if the slice is too thick during MPR, a “stair-step” artifact appears.

Hoeffner et al. conducted a study, in which it was proved that acquisition of MDCT, with slice thickness of 2.5 mm and slice distance of less than 1.5 mm, is enough to avoid “stair-step” artifacts in MPR reconstructions.

Furthermore, in the visualization of free, dislocated fracture fragments, MPR reconstructions turned out to be more successful in the assessment of post-traumatic lesions involving the orbits and maxillary sinuses.

3D reconstructions have also turned out to be of limited utility not only in the above-discussed group of symptoms but also in imaging of the ethmoid bones. However, it was successful in visualizing free bone chips within the condylar process, branches and body of the mandible, anterior wall of the frontal sinus, zygomatic arch, zygomatic bones, and nasal bones. It has also proved useful in imaging of “tripod fractures.”23,24

The technique of 3D reconstruction also turned out to be useful also in the evaluation of fractures, with a high number and extent of dislocations of bone chips. Moreover, from among all applied techniques of presentation and reconstruction of CT images, the 3D option allows for a very precise reconstruction of post-traumatic anatomical relations in contrast to transverse and multiplanar imaging.25

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, this study has high lightened the usefulness of MPR technique as an imaging tool in enabling accurate localization of free bone fragments and assessing the degree of their displacement, thus helping reduce recurrent exposures.
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